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24/7 PRAYER 
Awaken the Watchmen: 24/7 Prayer Guidelines & Models, Jericho Walls International Prayer 
Network, 2006, South Africa, Jericho Walls Prayer Network. 

A new booklet that contains not only stories and models of night and day prayer, and the 
reason for it, but also guidelines and instructions of establishing and running a 24/7 
prayer room, what to pray about, and how to pray the Word of God for many situations. 
Rich reading! 

Red Moon Rising: How 247 Prayer Is Awakening a Generation, Pete Grieg, 2003: Kingsway 
Publications, Eastbourne, England.  

An extraordinary story about the adventure of faith and the power of persevering 
prayer… On a summer’s day in 1727 a community of Moravians started praying and 
didn’t stop for more than 100 years. Throughout history God has mobilised such 
movements and moments of 24/7 prayer – from the Upper Room of Pentecost to Azusa 
Street in Los Angeles, through ancient Celtic saints and extraordinary characters like 
Alexander the Sleepless. This is the story of a movement of the Spirit in our time, a move 
as ancient as it is modern. As young people desert the church and AIDS orphans Africa, a 
new generation is learning to pray and obey like never before. From Communist China to 
Washington DC and from the ranks of the Salvation Army to anarchic German punks, the 
247 Prayer movement has been interceding continually, night and day, since 1999 in more 
than fifty countries. This is their extraordinary story; an honest account of pain and 
perseverance alongside pioneering mission and miraculous answers to prayer. 

CALL TO PRAY 
How to Be Heard in Heaven: Moving from NEEDDRIVEN to GODCENTERED Prayer, Eddie 
Smith, 2011, Houston, Texas, SpiriTruth Publishing Company. 

Eddie's burden to write "How To Be Heard In Heaven" comes from seeing people stuck 
in what he calls the first level of prayer: praying to receive. There's a need, we pray, and 
God responds with an answer. What many are missing are the second and third levels of 
prayer: praying to relate and praying to produce. When your prayers are Godcentered 
rather than needdriven, you will not only see more of God's power demonstrated for His 
glory, but you will also develop a deeper and more effective prayer life. 

Catching the Initiatives of Heaven: The Key to Accessing the Power of Heaven for Every Need 
on Earth, Dennis Walker, 2010, North Las Vegas, NV, Dunamis Publishing. 

If you are wanting to understand how to hear from God then this book is for you! Dennis 
will help you understand how to hear God's voice and how applicable and necessary it is 
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to our everyday life and ministry. You will be encouraged by the real life stories and long 
for more of God! You will learn how to catch strategies from God’s heart and be part of 
releasing them on earth. It is very hard to put down! Excellent book! 

Opening the Gates of Heaven: Walk in the Favor of Answered Prayer and Blessing, Perry Stone, 
2012, Lake Mary, FL, Charisma House Book Group. 

Do your prayers, praise, and worship sometimes feel like a routine? Weeks or months may 
pass with no demonstration of any financial, spiritual, or personal breakthrough. In Opening 
the Gates of Heaven, Perry Stone shows you how to release the flow of heaven’s blessing 
through both God’s revelation and the intervention of angelic messengers. With powerful 
examples from the lives of biblical characters and current examples from his own life, he 
reveals: 
● Twelve truths he learned from the greatest prayer warrior 
● The keys to recognizing the gates of heaven 
● What you should do when God says no or delays answers 
● Seven spiritual laws you must follow for answered prayer 
● How to pray through the battle of the firstborn 

You do not have to be bound by the frustration of empty prayers and miracleless living. 
God’s desire to meet your needs—and to pour out an overflow of blessing—is a part of His 
covenant with you. 

CONCERTS OF PRAYER & PRAYER SUMMITS 
Concerts of Prayer for Spiritual Awakening, David Bryant, 1988 Regal Books, Ventura, CA. 

One of David Bryant’s most recent books representing a major stream of the prayer 
movement in the US. David Bryant is the foremost leader in mobilizing Christians across 
the spectrum of the Body of Christ in gathering for concerts of prayer in each city. The 
focus on prayer is revival and world evangelization. 

Prayer Summits, Joe Aldrich, 1992 Multnomah Press, Portland, OR. 

PRAYER MOBILIZATION 
Churches That Pray, C. Peter Wagner, 1993 Regal Books, Ventura, CA. 

Challenge 2000 Prayer Manual—Developing a Prayer Strategy, Brian Mills and Challenge 
2000, DAWN Resources, Colorado Springs, CO. 

One of the best things I’ve seen for ideas tapping into the power of prayer for 
evangelism. Strategies for mobilizing and training intercessors from grassroots up. 

Creative Prayer and Intercession: Direction and Fresh Ideas to Lead Groups in Dynamic and 
Effective Intercession Experiences, Tricia Blackford, 2020, Tricia Blackford, 
thrivingcrossculturally@gmail.com . 

This guide is designed to support people who want to lead praying communities but need 
direction and fresh ideas to create a more dynamic and effective intercession experience. 
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While focused on cross-cultural ministries, it can easily be modified for any group 
wanting to pray for any nation or people group. 

Draw the Circle: 40 Day Prayer Challenge, Mark Batterson, 2012 Zondervan, Grand Rapids, 
MI. 

One of my favorite books designed as a guide to a forty-day fast. For me, this teaches so 
many of the basics of prayer, fasting, and seeking God in short daily items. Easy to apply 
and easy to teach. 

How to Have a Prayer Ministry, C. Peter Wagner, Available from Global Harvest Ministries, PO 
Box 63060, Colorado Springs, CO 809623060 USA. (719)2629922. 

A selfstudy kit including a notebook, study sheets, a 60minute video, and 6 audio 
cassettes providing teaching on the contemporary prayer movement, how prayer relates to 
church growth, the gift of intercession, how pastors can receive intercession, and local 
church corporate prayer. 

Making Room to Pray, Terry Tekyl, 1991 Renewal Ministries, College Station, TX. 
Biblical and practical information about how to develop a prayer ministry within your 
church by an evangelical Methodist pastor who is a key leader in the prayer movement in 
the US. 

PITCREW Hand Book, Collin Millar, Igniting Prayer Action, www.ignitingprayeraction.org  
Brief handbook on establishing a Personal Intercessory Team for spiritual prayer cover. Applicable 
for everyone in ministry or on ministry teams. Practical and step by step instructions guide in the 
formation of this intimate prayer team. 

The Prayer-Saturated Church: A Comprehensive Handbook for Prayer Leaders, Cheryl Sacks, 2007, 
NavPress, Colorado Springs, CO. 

Building prayer ministry in the local church is the focus of this comprehensive guide. Very good 
basic guide to coordinating prayer ministries, mobilizing prayer, leading gatherings and taking 
prayer outside the church. 

Mobilizing the Local Church for Prayer, Terry Tekyl, 1991 Renewal Ministries, College Station, 
TX. 

Strategic Intercession, An Equipping Manual for Developing & Deploying Individual, Church & 
CityWide Prayer Movements, Dr. Joseph and Marie Umidi, 2002, Umidi Publishing, Virginia 
Beach, VA. 

This book is suitable for personal spiritual formation, as a resource for personal, group 
and corporate prayer emphases, and as a training instrument to develop more effective 
intercessors and prayer strategies. Presented in outline form and loaded with scriptures, it 
guides the reader through a wide range of prayer experiences and models in order to 
inform and equip more strategic intercession by the Body of Christ. 

The Jericho Hour, Dick Eastman, 1994 Creation House, Orlando, FL. 
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PRAYER TRIPLETS 

Prayer Strategy for the Spheres of Influence: Prayers and Forums for the Spheres of Influence in our 
Families, in the Church and in the Marketplace, http://prayerstrategy.org/prayer-triplets/,  

Triplet Prayer, Brian Mills, Nov. 10, 2019, https://youtu.be/Z55mYyQKHJY YouTube video of Brian Mills 
teaching about Triplet Prayer.
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